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Virtual showroom  

Receive information on all SCHNEEBEGER products completely independent of time and place on your 
own terminal device - this is possible from now on. We present our new virtual SCHNEEBERGER 
showroom, which allows an individual tour of a specially designed booth.  

A detailed 3D showroom awaits you, the use of which is accompanied by a virtual assistant. For each 
SCHNEEBERGER product, the entire range of information is presented, from the catalog to the assembly 
instructions and videos. 

Thanks our range of products, our company covers the areas of application in a wide variety of industries. 
Which SCHNEEBERGER product is the right one always depends on the respective application. 
Accordingly, our range as an innovation leader is diverse. 

Find out more about the various areas of application for SCHNEEBERGER products and take advantage 
of the opportunity to receive advice on customized solutions via our contact form. 

You can find this novelty on our website www.schneeberger.com  or with a direct link via 
https://virtual.schneeberger.com/en/ 

 
The SCHNEEBERGER Group 

SCHNEEBERGER® serves original equipment manufacturers operating (OEM) in various industries worldwide – 
from machine tool, solar technology and semiconductor technology to electrical engineering and medical engineering 
and others. Linear bearings, profiled linear guideways, measuring systems, gear racks, slides, positioning systems 
and mineral casting are all part of SCHNEEBERGER’s product and manufacturing range. A.MANNESMANN has 
been part of the SCHNEEBERGER Group since October 2017. A.MANNESMANN is a leading supplier for the 
production of ballscrew drives, telescopic actuators and drill spindles. A further expansion of the SCHNEEBERGER 
Group, an additional site was founded in Poland. The new company SCHNEEBERGER Components Poland (SPO) 
officially started on November 19, 2020 and has already commenced operations, producing precision parts for the 
entire Group. The core competence lies in the production of rolling bearing rollers. Also as part of its strategic 
development, the Business Unit Systems has established the company “SCHNEEBERGER Precision Motion 
Systems (Shenzhen)”. With the establishment of the new technology center for systems in Shenzhen with 
development, production, sales and service, SCHNEEBERGER will be closer to its Asian customers and thus be able 
to serve them even better with high-precision single and multi-axis systems.  
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